How to buy the ticket from Vending Machine…
◆ Put the money to the Slot of Vending Machine
◆Vending machine on the Right side can use 10,000Yen, 5,000Yen, 2,000Yen, 1,000Yen and Small Coins
( such as..500Yen, 100Yen, 50Yen, and 10Yen Coins)…..

◆On the Left side can use only 2,000Yen and 1,000Yen ,Electronic Money(e.g SUICA, PASSMO only used in
Japan..), and Small Coins ( such as..500Yen, 100Yen, 50Yen, and 10Yen Coins)
◆Credit Card.(e.g.VISA, MASTER, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND UNION cards) are not acceptable.

◆ Number of the ticket button on the vending machine are the same as the number on the Tags of the
sample in the show-case at outside..
◆The Yellow Color button is HOT noodle ,, Blue Color button

is COLD noodle,, and Orange Color is Rice

only or Set of Rice with noodle .
◆When the button is blinking in Green, press the button number which you want to order..

◆If you do not press the button within 1 minute , the ticket will not Come Out, and the Vending Machine
will return your money in Small Coin..(e.g if you put 1,000 Yen to the machine…will return two 500 Yen
Coin.)
◆After buying the ticket, press the OTSURI

button, and take your change( Otsuri) ..

PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO TAKE YOUR CHANGE…

◆Pass the ticket to the STAFF behind the Counter..
◆Please ask in advance for your foods in SOBA OR UNDON…and HOT OR COLD..
If you would like to add Some Tempura in OPTION..can buy directly from the STAFF by paying in CASH .
◆The Staff will return you a half- ticket…
◆When the Staff called the number that printed on the ticket ..Please come to get your order..with the tray.
◆After you finished your meal , please return the tray to the return port.

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION

